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CAUTION IN USE NOTIFICATION
To: Pharmacists
Supply of Easofen for Children Six Plus Strawberry 200mg/5ml Oral Suspension
(Ibuprofen)– PA0126/060/004, Batch/LOT 05204, Expiry date: 12/2023
I am writing to you on belhaf on the MAH Clonmel in connection with the supply of the above referenced
product Easofen for Children Six Plus Strawberry 200mg/5ml Oral Suspension. The patient information
leaflet in the packs for this batch does not contain the latest approved safety information, the fol lowing
information is not included in the patient information leaflet supplied with these packs:
Under section 2. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW BEFORE YOU USE EASOFEN ORAL SUSPENSION
Warnings and precautions

Infections
Easofen for children may hide signs of infections such as fever and pain. It is therefore possible that
Easofen for children may delay appropriate treatment of infection, which may lead to an increased
risk of complications. This has been observed in pneumonia caused by bacteria and bacterial skin
infections related to chickenpox. If you take this medicine while you have an infection and your
symptoms of the infection persist or worsen, consult a doctor without delay.
Under 3. HOW TO USE EASOFEN ORAL SUSPENSION
Duration of treatment
The lowest effective dose should be used for the shortest duration necessary to relieve symptoms.
If you have an infection, consult a doctor without delay if symptoms (such as fever and pain) persist
or worsen (see section 2).
Under section 4. POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS
Not known: frequency cannot be estimated from the available data
• skin becomes sensitive to light
Please ensure all relevant staff are made aware of the content of this letter and that the
information is communicated to the patients.
If you have any questions, please contact:
Elisa McKenna
Phone: +356 21337008/9
Email: quality@pharmamt.com and regulatory@pharmamt.com

___________________________
Elisa McKenna B.Pharm MSc
Pharmacist Reg No: 961
Responsible Person

